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RCS Booking One is the perfect tool for you who wishes a more flexible everyday life, 
when working with rental units in like for example camping sites and harbours.

Simple User Interface 
RCS Booking One is delivered with a broad selection of tools that are handled in a 
simple user interface. With these tools at your hand you will always be on the lead-
ing edge with any aspect of your company.

RCS Booking One offers
 » Fast booking of rental units
 » Access Supervision of your areas
 » Simple consumption summary
 » Booking system with integrated financial system
 » The most stable booking system in the market

RCS Booking One

Good 
Reasons3 1. Simple tools that optimize the work procedures in 

the every day life.
2. Windows based user environment makes it user-

friendly.
3. Unique adjustments that match the company’s 

need can be added at any time.
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The system is based on the newest technology from Microsoft and Sap which en-
sures you a solution for the future. RCS Booking One is easily adjusted and very 
flexible. That is why it is easy to integrate with other systems in the company.

The System is Adjusted tothe Needs of Your Company
SAP Business One is the core in the system together with a  SQL server. The Windows 
based user environment reduces the learning process. Different modules can be 
chosen and adjusted to suit the needs of your company

Integrated Functions 
 
Unit review
With the unit review it is easy to keep track on, which units are rented out, available 
or reserved in a certain period. With this review you can ensure yourself against loss, 
because it is simple to see, if all units are rented out.

Reservation Review
With the reservation review you can get the status of all units  in your booking area 
fast. A graphic illustration shows all available and reserved places for a chosen peri-
od. 

Access Supervision
Access supervision can be conducted by the use of magnet cards or the new and 
more robust cards for touch free card readers. That way you can supervise the 
guests’ access to doors, activity rooms etc. 

Calendar Function
The programme is delivered with an extended calendar function, which makes it 
easy to manage activities. The calendar is updated with Sundays and holidays and 
divided into week numbers.

Consumption
With RCS Booking One you don’t have to empty your vending machines for tokens. 
Instead consumption is registered through the guests’ own card. That gives you a 
simple way to calculate the consumption bill of used units as for instance electricity 
or water.

The Newest Technology 
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Reports
Via the booking system you can write reports concerning all areas of the company. 
It gives you access to all detailed information which can optimize the company. For 
instance you can write out reports for booking reviews, arrivals per day and cash 
reports.

Statistics
You get access to a tool for statistics which can be used for improvements of your 
company’s marketing. Statistics can also be lead on a monthly basis and help to 
create synergi between activities. It can give a review of, which units you sell most of, 
which customer types that have been visiting and how selling more to that type can 
be optimized.

Payment System
With RCS Booking One everything can be handled with one card. The guest has its’ 
own card, that can be used as an access card, but if it is necessary, also as a pay-
ment card. At buying extra units these will be written to the guests’ card. Further-
more the system makes it possible for you to lead an effective stock management 
with bar codes. It can show article data on for instance kiosk items. It is only your 
own imagination that sets the limit for how RCS Booking can be adjusted to your 
needs.

For example we can mention
Finance module
RCS Booking can be delivered with a complete integrated finance module that sim-
plifies all the financial activities. Invoicing and returns are just some of the functions 
which are in the module. That way you can write out diverse financial reports such 
as a trade analysis report.

Bank module
The bank module gives problem-free handling of all financial processes such as 
incoming and outgoing payments, credit card transactions as well as diverse bank 
procedures such as rate charging on different units.
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Service module
The service module makes you able to optimize the potential in your service depart-
ment. There can be lead service planning on different buildings and units. At the 
same time the module makes it possible to trace activities.

Hour/Case- control
The system can furthermore be extended with facilities to Hour/ Case- control. The 
Hour/Case-control is build upon a review of the single employee and his assign-
ments. That gives a review of the workforce as well as administrative savings.

Online requests
The guests can through your home page make an online request. After this the 
guest will automatically be updated in your system.


